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KVSC Trivia 2020: It's About Time - Final Team Scores
Total
Score
14,280
14,110
13,415
13,065
13,045
13,045
13,010
12,590
11,810
11,43 5
11,115
11,030
10,915
10,890
10,420

Rank

Team Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Division II
Champions
16

Stefan's Dream 21
It Just Doesn't Matter
Sigma Phi Nothing
Meyer Tire Tracks on Fire
Pull-Start Diesel
What Would Learned Pigs and Scooby Doo?
Voodoo Panties
House of Insanity
Non-Essential Government Workers
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Nuyorican Poets Soiree
NERD PARTY
Doc Squirrel - Back to the Nuts
The Era Before Menopause Was a Bloody Period
Mango's Loosemeat Sandwich Assembly REQD
ET: Flux You and the DeLorean You Rode In On!

10,185

17

When Our Boob Tube Hits 88 mph?
Elect Ditka and Make Trivia Great Again
Knee Deep in Theses
Wyld Stallyns' Last Ditch Effort
Google Your Own Adventure
Time For A Brewski
There's Always Money in the Banana Stand
Nancy Drew & the Hardy Boys
Hot Tub Bondage Camel
RaxaCrockPotfallapatatorians
Murray Made Me Do It
Porcupine Petting Zoo
Enjoy the Man Explosion!
Six Feet Under

10,115
9,985
9,260
9,170
9,125
8,860
8,595
8,410
8,290
8,155
7,935
7,690
7,495
7,495
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Champions
31
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The Early Nerd Gets The Wormhole

7,265

A Few Screws Loose
Warm Goat Springs University
E = MC Hammered
ODD - Flux CaQcit-Tator Tot Hotdish

7,010
6,905
6,580
6,565

36
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43
44
45
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48
49

Pirates of the Cranium
Year 2: Days of Drinking Past
24th Avenue Kids
pigboatsdotcom/pizza-options
Kids in the SwamQ (KITS): Pelvic Thrusters on Full
Rich Corinthian Leather Remnants
Freaks & Geeks in a Hot Tub Time Machine
The Trivia Stone
The Results of Trouble Among The Cheerleaders
THE Tune Sguad
Akward Turtle Heads
Amateur Hour
Far Q's Bogus Journey
43 Green Ducklings

6,525
6,075
6,015
5,905
5,835
4,650
4,155
3,865
3,625
3,040
2,870
2,660
2,580
1,615
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KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 1
100.00%

*

1

30 points

Question: On this date in May of 1974 a judge ordered President Nixon to turn over
tapes and records of 64 White House conversations regarding Watergate .
Also on this date we are in search of who visited St. Cloud State College?
This hybrid visitor was born on Stardate January 6, 2230 and held many
leadership positions in his interstellar job. He appeared here in his wholly
human form and charmed students. Please tell us the hybrid human's
character name and real name and what specific date he visited St. Cloud
State?
Answer: Spock, Leonard Nimoy, May 20, 1967 (is 1974, not 1967)

71.43%

2

10 points

Question: Who started telling everyone It's Martini Time back in July of 1996?
Answer: The Reverend Horton Heat

79.59%

3

20 points

Question: Jack is racing against time with a bomb that is set to blow up bus 2525 in
the year 1994. He hijacks a car to catch the bus. What was the license plate
of that hijacked car?
Answer: Tuneman

51.02%

4

45 points

Question: In Prague, we see a young Indy searching for a phone so he can receive a
very important message. During his search he pulls the top page off a
calendar. Give us the month, day and year shown before he tears this page
off.
Answer: August 5th, 1917

57.14%

5

25 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 21: What product do these two characters
represent?
Answer: Eylea

28.57%

6

60 points

Question: 60 dollars a week and lots of credit cards was the original compensation this
woman said she received for serving as Chairman of the Board for t he
company her and her then husband founded in 1969. Please give us her
name now .
Answer: Mary Tyler Moore

16.33%

7

25 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06032: Please name the historic figure that Peabody and
Sherman are visiting.
Answer: Jules Verne

18.37%

8

35 points

Question: Donald Trump wants to Make America Great Again. With the help of the
Hamsters, what does Al Neff want to make America?
Answer: awake again

87.76%

9

20 points

Question: When combining a couple of time-related adverbs, you will have come up
with the name of a Minnesota city . What city are we referring to?
Answer: Nowthen

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 2

77.55%

1

60 points

Question: As Bean was being led on horseback to the castle where she was to be wed,
she is smacked in the head three times by three different hanging wooden
signs. What was written on the last sign she was smacked by?

Answer: Onion Julius
95.92%

2

10 points

Question: Oyster Bay was the location of the demise of this famous man in 1919. Who
was he? First and last name please .

Answer: Theodore Roosevelt
67.35%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06041: He may not be Tony or Baskin, but they don't
have his voice, so he's got that going for him . Please give us the title of the
song and artist heard here.

Answer: Time in a Bottle, Sam Robbins
30.61%

4

40 points

Question: On July 31, 2004 in the City of Wayzata, Minnesota Barry Petit, who was
Mayor at the time, dedicated something that included a Wayzata Pol ice
Department patch . What was it and be specific?

Answer: Sesquicentennial Time Capsule
89 .80%

5

25 points

Question: Please give us the name of the Military Installation that was abandoned by
US troops on December 8th, 1881.

Answer: McPherson Barracks
65.31%

6

60 points

Question: According to its label, a Traditional Icelandic Chocolate Candy Bar is
produced in a factory which works with what five ingredients?

Answer: almonds, hazelnuts, milk, soy, wheat
77.55%

7

25 points

Question: What is the biological name of the man who released his first single under
the group name "Scorched Earth" while working at Ford Motors?

Answer: Leslie Sebastian Charles
20.41%

8

35 points

Question: Please tell us the first and last names of the married couple, both now
deceased, who met while pretending to be married in a commercial in the
mid 1970's.

Answer: Robert Urich, Heather Menzies
97.96%

9

20 points

Question: 20 Years Ago was the name of a song recorded by what Minneapolis garage
band?

Answer: T.C. Atlantic

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 3
48.98 %

1

60 points

Question: Please give us the name of the comic strip H. Reginald Bulwark made his
debut in early March, 1941.
Answer: Muggs and Skeeter

63.27%

2

15 points

Question: Big screen character Florence stated that as a witch, she had been the toast
of the town in France at one time and she had once even melted the watch
off a famous artist. Name the artist.
Answer: Salvador Dali

89.80%

3

20 points

Question: Jay and Bob's lives revolve around this musical group that they sing about.
What is this band's name?
Answer: Morris Day and the Time

2 .04%

4

50 points

Question: The Quaker Oats Company put out a "Snacks for any day or a holiday" fold
out recipe pamphlet. Please give us the title of the recipe that has a Quaker
Oats theme to it.
Answer: Quaker Jack

67.35%

5

30 points

Question: As John Glenn re-enters the atmosphere, we see the character Mary Jackson
standing outside an appliance store watching the event on television . What is
the name of the clothing store next door?
Answer: Morrow

28.57%

6

60 points

Question: In what two games would you find the Warthogs, the All Stars, the Slam
Dunkers, and the Honeybees?
Answer: Junior League Sports, Kidz Sports Basketball

10.20%

7

30 points

Question: In 1953, the state of Minnesota allowed state colleges to provide graduate
education and award graduate degrees. Name the first two people awarded
graduate degrees from Saint Cloud State. First and last names please .
Answer: Wallace Johnson, Lambert Wenner

12.24%

8

35 points

Question: The imagery on the back of this album features the members of the band in
a workplace. We see signs for "No Smoking" and "Hard Hat Area " along with
time cards and a time clock . A couple of the band members enjoy some
beverages while playing cards. Another member is reading the magazine
Outdoor Life . What is the name of this album?
Answer: 40 Hour Week

93 .88%

9

20 ?Oints

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06010 : Please give the first and last name of this big
screen character who is explaining her version of a murder.
Answer: Gloria Mundy

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 4
60 points

18.37%

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 11: By now, you should know this is a beautifully
themed clipart image. We took it off a 1959 album of occasional medleys and
when the day is done, we will be all smiles when memories of this image will
fade fast . What is the name of that album?

Answer: Still More Sing along with Mitch
77 .55%

2

10 points

Question: What is the name of the tiger that fictional zoo keeper Charlie is trying to
feed while not coughing?

Answer: Zeus
59 . 18%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06033: It's a small world when you have this English
band playing rock covers for the newly married Brits . What is the name of
the song and band heard here?

Answer: Rock Around the Clock, ZaZu
6 .12%

4

40 points

Question: What is the name of the toy that states on its packaging that it's "The
greatest package of fun, excitement, and education ever made"?

Answer: Clock-A-Game
32 .65%

5

25 points

Question: The honorable and fictional Judge John Langford Eden III has had another
rough day in court . Later that night he is meeting his wife at a party . What is
the name of the location where this party is taking place?

Answer: Sorrento Club
4.08%

6

60 points

Question: In 1973, the local Pick a Book store ran an ad showing what they considered
the top 10 most popular books to read . The top three consisted of books first
published in 1969, 1970 and 1971 . Please give us the titles of those three
books.

Answer: Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, Plants are Like People, Why Am I Afraid To
Tell You Who I Am
65.31%

7

25 points

Question: While the ship was in dry dock, the pinnacle of this sailors leave was walking
through a dome of trees in her search for a bar to order a growler. The
previous sentence contains different names for what natural wonders?

Answer: Icebergs
28.57%

8

35 points

Question: The 1968 Minnesota duck hunting season ran from October 5th through
November 12th for a total of 27 days and that was a first for Minnesota.
What first?

Answer: (first) split duck hunting season
81.63%

9

20 points

Question: Based on the nameplate on the building, what is the name of the company
located across the street from the big screen Rodney Hotel?

Answer: Home Title Guaranty Company

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 5
0 .00 %

1

60 points

Question: What two words were used to describe apron patterns 614, 623 , 628, and
746 in the Laura Wheeler designs publication?
Answer: Pretty, Practical

75.51 %

2

15 points

Question: In this play, Manford is a scrappy basketballer on the streets of San
Francisco. What is the title of this play and what is the first and last name of
the person who wrote it?
Answer: The Great Leap, Lauren Yee

61. 22%

3

20 points

Question: A marketing company from Minnesota was paid by our neighbor just under
half a million dollars for what double-entendre ad campaign released last
Fall?
Answer: Meth . We're on it.

2.04%

4

45 points

Question: In the early 1920's a refurbished Model T car became what first for the state
of Minnesota? Please be specific.
Answer: (first) licensed snowmobile

18.3 7%

5

25 points

Question: A company mascot went to his West Briarwood High School class reun ion .
What was his school 's mascot?
Answer: Wildcats

28.57 %

6

60 points

Question: This actor once turned down an iconic role in an B0's cult classic which
starred an actor who later would be a president, an actor who would kidnap
a president, and an actress who would be a president's first lady. Please tell
us the name of the movie and the first and last name of the actor who
turned down the role in that movie.
Answer: Fast Times at Ridgemont High, Fred Gwynne

75 .51 %

7

25 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06007 : What is the name of the Drive Thru this person is
ordering from?
Answer: Identity Hut

77 .55 %

8

35 points

Question: A one-eyed alien that looked a lot like Doc Brown was asked by Miriam to go
back in time and pick up some snacks from earth. While the alien was buying
the munchies, Garfield accidently wound up taking the aliens sh ip on a trip to
a couple of planets. What exactly was the alien asked to get?
Answer: 500 year supply of cheese puffs, jelly donut

95.9 2%

9

20 points

Question: What company took the first I in iconic and replaced it with a V to gain ov er
half the market share with their flagship product?
Answer: Timex

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 6

69 .39%

1

25 points

Question: (One and Done): Wild Natural Raw Honey occupied what three digit
palindrome booth number at the Bradenton , Florida Flea Market in February
2018? Hint: it starts with one.

Answer: 191
83.67%

2

10 points

Question: A print advertisement showing how to break this product includes hammer,
karate, steamroller and you. What product are we talking about?

Answer: Kit Kat
77.55%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06040: She thinks she loves you, so what is she so afraid
of? Please tell us the title of the song and the artist playing in this clip.

Answer: Time After Time , Eva Cassidy
85.71%

4

40 points

Question: Beaver Island Brewing in Saint Cloud used reclaimed wood for their bartop
from what former Saint Cloud establishment?

Answer: Granite Bowl
83.67%

5

25 points

Question: Lewis and his adult friends were trying to find a clock hidden in the walls of a
house that would doom humanity . Using his brand of magic to locate it ,
Lewis cast his spell and then asked his parents for help. Eventually the toy in
his hand told them where to look. Where was that location?

Answer: under the boiler
8 . 16%

6

60 points

Question: In this commercial, a man sporting a lumberjack look is reading a Super
Squadron comic book and states his choices for super powers. What two
super powers does he mention?

Answer: bionic leg , super stretchy arms
87.76%

7

25 points

Question: On the small screen, what is the brand of cigarette Greg Brady didn't get into
trouble for trying?

Answer: Valiant
95.92%

8

35 points

Question: An unusual flock of birds showed up one September years ago on the
University of Wisconsin - Madison campus . They went away pretty quickly,
but a count was gotten before they were all gone. What kind of bird was it
and how many were there?

Answer: pink flamingos, 1,008 (one thousand eight)
79.59%

9

20 points

Question: At experiment one, trial two of a time travel project, fictional character David
Raskin and his buddies are taking cover behind a desk as the machine sets
into motion a number of objects. One of the objects is a canned beverage
heading right towards the camera. What is the name of this beverage?

Answer: Red Bull

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 7
40.82%

1

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06359: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
in this song .

Answer: Patti Page
87.76%

2

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06365: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: The Browns

89.80%

3

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06367: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
in this song .

Answer: Waylon Jennings
91.84%

4

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06364: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
in this song.

Answer: Tanya Tucker
81.63%

5

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06357: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
in this song .

Answer: Johnny Rivers
38.78%

6

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06361: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
heard here .

Answer: Rod Stewart
73.47%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06358: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: McGuire Sisters

95.92%

8

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06356: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
heard here.

Answer: Jimi Hendrix
89 .80%

9

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06362: Please tell us the name of the artist heard he re.
Answer: Sade

61.22%

10

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06366: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Warrant

93.88%

11

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06351: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
in this song.

Answer: Don Williams
91.84%

12

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06355: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Jade

95.92%

13

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06360: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Poco

83 .67%

14

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri via # 06354 : What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Jackson 5

87 .76 %

15

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #063 52 : Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
heard here.
Answer: Elmer Snodgrass

0 .00%

16

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri v ia # 06363: Please tell us the first and last name of the artist
heard here .
Answer: Susie Allanson

14.29%

17

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06353 : What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Hanso n

12 .24%

18

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #063 50: What is the name of the band heard here?
Answer: Big N Rich

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 8
24.49%

1

60 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06001: Please tell us the name of the company giving us
a French lesson here as a way to get you there .
Answer: Eastern Airlines

75.51%

2

15 points

Question: Blast from the Past: Triviaville. What is the name on the corresponding
property on the Monopoly Margaritaville that would be the same as Read ing
Railroad on the traditional Monopoly Board?
Answer: Euphoria

65.31%

3

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the first female deputy sheriff for Steele
County, Minnesota?
Answer: Mary Ulrich

0.00%

4

50 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Three: In this image we see a boxing match
about to take place . Please tell us the two competitors who are about to fight
each other as told us by the announcer on the microphone before the start of
the match.
Answer: Eric "The Rock Man" Holland , Joe Carey

44.90%

5

30 points

Question: In this somber scene, we see the death of Antonio Dawson's first partne r
memorialized in stone . Please give us the name that is etched directly above
hers.
Answer: Anton Malovony

24.49%

6

60 points

Question: In this music video, the year is 2036 AD. The setting is Near Loop High
School in Chicago. The subject in question, born in 2019, manages to escape
Big Sister and the Bureau of Adjustment and go back in time to the year
1986 where he and his girlfriend run into a younger version of Big Sister.
What is the name of the song this video was made for?
Answer: 25 Or 6 To 4

93.88%

7

30 points

Question: January of 1988 saw the suspension of Minnesota North Star forward Di no
Ciccarelli for high-sticking. What was the city of Toronto's response to the
incident?
Answer: they issued a warrant for Ciccarelli's arrest for assault

87.76%

8

35 points

Question: This time travel ing duo originally got an F for missing their presentation
time, but eventually showed up and totally rocked their Ted talk . Who were
the historical personalities presented?
Answer: Billy The Kid, Socrates, Genghis Khan , Abraham Lincoln, Sigmund Freud,
Napoleon Bonaparte, Joan of Arc, Ludwig Van Beethoven

48 .98%

9

20 points

Question: Big screen character William had the task of utilizing a giant fan as part of
his mission, which was improbable, but not impossible. After successfull y
avoiding death, he stated in the future he would take on the task Jane was
assigned . What task was that?
Answer: seduce the rich guy

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 9
0.00%

1

60 points

Question: Mister Bowling in the study with a revolver at 11: 30. It sounds like
something from Clue but is actually what played out in an episode of a radio
show originally aired many years ago. What is the name of this radio show
and what was the title of the book that eventually outed Mister Bowling as
the murderer?
Answer: Five Minute Mysteries, The Widow's Walk

73.47%

2

10 points

Question: Her first novel "Woods", was an instant flop. Undaunted, she wrote a second
novel which turned out to be the rage of 1868. Please give us the title of the
successful second novel and the full name of the author.
Answer: Little Women, Louisa May Alcott

38 .78%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06036: What is the name of this super genius trying to
explain time travel?
Answer: Tech E. Coyote

8.16%

4

40 points

Question: According to the rules for the 1988 CribbGolf game, what is the penalty
listed on page eleven for an out-of-bounds? Please be complete .
Answer: five peg retreats

32.65%

5

25 points

Question: If you are a fan of potato chips that don't pass muster and create your own
product with them and then give a couple hundred thousand bags out for
free in 2017, what company would you be?
Answer: MailChimp

4.08%

6

60 points

Question: Fictional musical groups such as 1812 Tea Party, the Mercury Goldsmith
Experience, and the Newark City Subway appeared on a fictional compilation
album. Please tell us the name of this compilation album and its fictional
publisher.
Answer: Dynamite Hit TNT Explosion, Spin-Tel (Records)

42.86%

7

30 points

Question: Sure enough this villain looks mean in this big screen film. He has got
shutter shades, a wicked mustache, a dislike for pizza and even once fought
a dragon. Please give us this character's name .
Answer: Sho 'Nuff (Sure Nuff)

83 .67%

8

35 points

Question: Keizer, Oregon is home to an organization started in 1988 that only accepts
members that are, among other things, born every 1,461 days apart. What
is the name of this organization?
Answer: Honor Society of Leap Year Babies

77 .55%

9

20 points

Question: Around 30 years ago this member of a Major League Baseball family dynasty
found himself in hot water because of a picture that was taken of him for a
ball card. Please give us the first and last name of this baseball player.
Answer: Billy Ripken

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 10
26 .53%

1

60 points

Question: Saint Cloud State University just finished its sesquicentennial celebration last
fall. Going back in time to Saint Cloud State's 75th anniversary, a radio play
was created and broadcast to honor that anniversary . Name the title of the
play and the first and last name of the person who directed the broadcast?

Answer: Teachers College 75 Years Young, Mabel Cook
69 .39 %

2

10 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06715: Please give us the first and last name of the actor
heard here.

Answer: David Tennant
83 .67 %

3

20 points

Question: Blast from the Past ET Trivia : A 2019 holiday commercial saw ET coming
back to visit Elliot. In the long version we see a picture of Elliot, his family
and ET. Near the picture, we see tickets to a planetarium. What is the
subject of the presentation and what month and day are the tickets for?

Answer: black holes, May 26
8.16%

4

40 points

Question: These two gentle giants met for the first time in 2009 when one was
recovering in the hospital. Please give us the names of those two people .

Answer: Yao Defen, Zhang Juncai
46 .94 %

5

30 points

Question: 35 years ago this actor lip-synced to an uncredited vocal artist in a movie.
Decades later this actor played guitar at MetLife stadium covering the same
song. Please give us the stage name of the actor and the first and last name
attached to the voice he lip-synced to.

Answer: Michael J. Fox, Mark Campbell
6.12 %

6

60 points

Question: What was the name of the Kentucky Headhunters long time mascot at their
practice house?

Answer: Honey (the Dog)
48 .98 %

7

30 points

Question: Heath Sawyer finds himself on a bus headed home for the holidays when he
spots a Country singing duo on the same bus. What is the name of that
group and in what movie does this take place?

Answer: The Roamers, Time for Me to Come Home for Christmas
65 .31%

8

35 points

Question: To most he is known as Joey. To his little brother he is known as Munch, but
what television character tells all the girls at school that he is off limits and
that he is her man? First and last name please.

Answer: Winifred Cruz
77 .55 %

9

20 points

Question: Veterans Day might be a perfect day for this superstitious ritual. Please tell
us when on this date is the best t ime for you to make your desire known?

Answer: 11: 11

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 11
63.27%

1

60 points

Question: Most of the Richards family is fleeing from old west trouble on their timesled .
As they jump through time to avoid a mail train, what is their intended
destination? We need the year and event.
Answer: 1955, Disneyland Grand Opening

79.59%

2

10 points

Question: At the ripe old age of 23, Gary Anderson designed what for a 1970 contest?
Answer: recycling logo

28.57%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06037: Do you live by water? Does it snow like crazy
because Canada is so cold? If so, you should know the answer to this
question. What is the name of the artist and song heard in this clip?
Answer: The Longest Time, Lake Effect

20.41%

4

40 points

Question: Calling them sisters is a stretch. Rosie O'Donnell killed one off at the end of
2002. Another moved on just a few weeks ago. Of the surviving sisters, the
one born out of 1922 seems to be the most popular. Please give us the
names of the other sisters that make up the rest of this group.
Answer: Good Housekeeping, Ladies' Home Journal, Redbook, Women's Day

51.02 %

5

25 points

Question: As Cade and Burton were trying to escape MI6 and TRF, one of their
mechanical allies shot a weapon that delayed time, allowing the humans to
escape. Please give us the name of this mechanical warrior.
Answer: Hot Rod

10.20%

6

60 points

Question: Cogsworth, Disney's favorite talking clock, has many rules to live by for
lessons in management. Please tell us either one of the two things he
mentions for rule number four.
Answer: always survey the situation carefully before rushing in OR look before you
leap

48.98%

7

30 points

Question: A little over 39 years after laying the corner stone to the Basilica of the
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington DC, it was
dedicated and blessed. In what month, day and year did this take place and
who presided over the blessing?
Answer: November 20th, 1959, (Cardinal) Francis Spellman

69.39%

8

35 points

Question: A man named Western appeared in a western and wrote a Western song as a
thank you. That song made the charts and started the man named Western
on a professional path of Westerns, songs that is. What was the name of the
song that started him on that path?
Answer: The Ballad of Paladin

81.63%

9

20 points

Question: Dilbert encounters a man who was supposed to work on his furnace ten
years earlier. Where did this confrontation take place?
Answer: (The) Service Industry's Space Time Continuum

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 12
0 .00%

1

60 points

Question: Many books have information pages about their authors. One special book
about the American workplace contains "Other books by" the author. The
thing is, the two titles listed do not exist. Please give us these two titles.
Answer: People are Crunchy, Everyone Fools Their Own Self

67.3 5%

2

10 points

Question: Ice Dancer Weekly asked "But Why?" for what fictional program ?
Answer: Progressive on Ice

65 .3 1%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06709 : Please give us the first and last name of th e
inventor mentioned here .
Answer: Ria Paschelle

26. 53%

4

50 points

Question: There was a game show hosted by Bob Eubanks that had only one episode
and it was filmed in New York. What were the first names of the two
contestants in that episode?
Answer: Aimee, Pat

4 .08%

5

30 points

Question: This web viewing telescope was keeping an eye out for an astero id passing
by earth nearly three years ago . They named it after one of People 's sexi est
men alive. What title did the people behind the telescope bestow upon th is
celestial object during that time?
Answer: Sexiest Asteroid in Orbit

4 .08%

6

70 points

Question: Novel character Noah failed in his first mission to rescue hostages from the
Shining Light Ranch. What is his limitation?
Answer: Can only be awake 45 minutes at a time

61. 22%

7

30 points

Question: Whose first greatest hits album was first to offer it preinstalled on a card for
your mobile device?
Answer: Robbie Williams

55 .10%

8

35 points

Question: This former mascot has been called many things, including one of the worst,
but as of December 2019, he did have 170 likes on Facebook. Not bad
considering he hasn't touched a ball field since 1981. What mascot are we
referring to?
Answer: Twinkie (the Loon)

34 .69 %

9

20 points

Question: What number does a movie series involving time travel and the 1995
Jumanji movie dvd case have in common?
Answer: 88

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 13
70 points

32.65%

Question: According to comic book character Captain Buttons of the SS Weakbottom,
what is the name of the native Tiki Ticki plant that is a cross between a
creeping vine and a snapdragon?
Answer: Biting Begonia

69.39%

2

10 points

Question: Who is the radio host at WH20?
Answer: Al Bacore

30.61%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06013 : Please give us the first and last name of the
actress who uttered this line not today, but yesterday.
Answer: Lily James

67.35%

4

45 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Ten : Please give us the first name of the
spokesbunny this bum belongs to.
Answer: Bernie

71.43%

5

25 points

Question: Doc Brown used plutonium to fuel his Delorean. Small screen animated
character Sara Bellum had a cassette tape with encoded programming
information for her time travel golf cart . What did the label on the cassette
say?
Answer: Greatest Polka Hits

12.24%

6

60 points

Question: Please give us the code name of the statuesque big screen character who
has a laptop with his frog crush as his background image and instead of
using Bing, uses Fruitful Search ?
Answer: Benny 101 dash brackets the Benlord close brackets exclamation mark
smiley face emoji dollar sign dollar sign

53 .06%

7

30 points

Question: After the escape of Sirius Black and clearing Harry and Hermione of the
crime because they couldn't be in two places at once, Fudge moved to send
the Dementors away and suggested what should protect Hogwarts?
Answer: Dragons

85 .71%

8

35 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06003: What is the name of the newspaper that carried
this headline?
Answer: Rocket News (Daily Rocket)

73.47%

9

20 points

Question: The most checked out book at the New York Publ ic Library is a story about
Peter. In the book, Peter is dreaming . What is Peter dreaming about?
Answer: The sun had melted all the snow away

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 14

38 .78%

1

60 points

Question: Adventure Time's Peppermint Butler owns a book titled "Boring : An
Unremarkable Exercise in Banality". Please tell us the author of this book as
well as the review written on the cover.

Answer: Dr. Yawn, Critics Agree! Don't Read This Book
81.63%

2

15 points

Question: Name the dance that goes with these steps "jump to the left, and step to the
right . My hands on my hips, and my knees in tight."

Answer: Time Warp
22.4 5%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06042: The company you keep says a lot about you and
your team in weather like this. Please give us the title of the song and band
heard here.

Answer: Time of the Season, Company of Thieves
53.06%

4

45 points

Question: Paper on fire! TAMI sent travelers back in time to hunt big game dinosaurs .
Identify what the acronym TAMI stands for and the title of the film in which
TAMI appears .

Answer: Time Alteration Mainframe Interface, A Sound of Thunder
83.67%

5

25 points

Question: What Academy Award winning actress was conceived on the set of a Roger
Corman biker movie? First and last name please.

Answer: Laura Dern
18.37%

6

60 points

Question: A clown appears in the music video for the first song listed on this 1985
album. In the music video for the second song listed on this album, a red
balloon and children are featured . I think a certain artist had a Pennywise
crush. What is the name of the album we are referring to?

Answer: Tao
59 .18%

7

30 points

Question: An AI computer presumed he was conversing with Stephen, his creator, so
he asked the reason for the removal of Stephen's user account on June 23 of
1973. When the person pretending to be Stephen answered the question , the
computer turned around and asked the human if he wanted to do what?

Answer: play a game
63 .27%

8

35 points

Question: The Brown Shoe and the Mars Company sponsored which television series
back in 1955?

Answer: Buffalo Bill Junior
67.35%

9

20 points

Question: Small screen DJ Jazzy Jeff has double the trouble with his watch business
because not only are the watches fake, but some of the money he gets for
them are fake as well. Instead of Andrew Jackson on the 20 dollar bill, which
Jackson was on his?

Answer: Jermaine

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 15

0.00%

1

75 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the fictional character who is credited with
this quote: "We stand before the door of a bright and sustainable future and
our new Tower will be the key to opening it"?

Answer: August Reynard
73.47%

2

15 points

Question: Calvin is using an ETM homework system. What does he use to measure his
progress?

Answer: kitchen timer
75 .51 %

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 16 : This Nobel Prize winning composer lent his
melody to a number one Billboard chart topping hit. Who is he and what hit
did he co-write?

Answer: Charles Dawes, It's All In The Game
83 .67 %

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06504: Name the actor heard in this clip, last name only,
and the last name of the character he is portraying .

Answer: Grant, Fletcher
40 .82%

5

25 points

Question: No bones about it, this trigger happy band would sink or swim depending on
whether the fans wanted another hair band around in 1990. Turn s out they
didn't and the members split up faster than the crack of dawn appearing in
June in Alaska . What band are we referring to?

Answer: Johnny Crash
59 . 18%

6

60 points

Question: At one point, Charlie Brown is known for his comic collection . He trades with
another character and feels he got cheated . Please give us the complete list
of comic book titles involved.

Answer: Mangle (comics), Disease (comics), Gory (comics), The Little Bunni es, Bill y
Bluebird, The Funny Foxes

79.59%

7

25 points

Question: Jimmy built a time machine and Mister Smith paid a bag of Doritos to use it.
According to the instructions in the time machine, where in time could Mister
Smith go?

Answer: tomorrow, a long time ago, a very long time ago
4 .08 %

8

35 points

Question: In Bear's Magic, what was the fifth wish bear makes?
Answer: have spaghetti tonight

93 .88%

9

20 points

Question: Arguably, who is probably the most famous person to come out of Broad
Ripple High School? First and last name, please.

Answer: David Letterman

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 16
85.71%

15 points

Question: (One and Done): Please give us the answer to this riddle: "I pertain to all
things, If you stare at me too long they may go insane, if you weep I will cry,
if you laugh I will smile, you can break me but not harm me, you turn your
back on me and I'll turn my back on you. What am I?"
Answer: Reflection or Mirror

83 .67%

2

10 points

Question: Accord ing to the American Bowling Congress, who, on 12-28-2000 became
only the fourth person in history to roll a 900 series? First and last name
please.
Answer: Robby Portalatin

32 .65%

3

20 points

Question: After big screen character Carl Cook is done with a little target practice, he
checks out and heads out to work on a much larger project. What is the
name of the hotel chain that he checks out from?
Answer: Holiday Inn

2 .04%

4

40 points

Question: What was the name of the band that played at the Uptown Hoedown, A
Summer Benefit for the Boys and Girls Club that took place on Aug. 1, 2019
at the River's Edge Convention Center in Saint Cloud, Minnesota?
Answer: Dixie North

30.61%

5

30 points

Question: Born in Seattle, Washington, this artist had a Bi llboard American top ten hit
in 1977, followed 10 years later by a number one hit on the same chart . Who
is this artist, first and last name, and what were the two songs?
Answer: Jennifer Warnes, Right Time of the Night, (I've Had) The Time of my Life

18.37%

6

60 points

Question: Which character once advertised for Paul in an ape suit and was hawking
chocolate and vanilla ice cream bars?
Answer: Shaggy OR Norville Rogers

75.51%

7

30 points

Question: Just a few weeks before the start of summer 1979, a short-lived television
fantasy series premiered that was set aboard a mysterious train . What was
the name of the train's engineer?
Answer: E. Patrick Callahan

73.47%

8

35 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06011 : In a time travel dream brought on by running
into a tree, we see the mention of any food, including these, triggers the
transformation of what television character into Mr. Hyde?
Answer: Gilligan

89 .80%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06038: Please give us the name of the band heard here.
Answer: The Timelords

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 17
79 .59%

1

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06500: Name the actor heard in this clip, last name only,
and the name of the character he is portraying.
Answer: Eccleston, Malekith

83.67%

2

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06512: What is the last name of the actor and the first
and last name of the character he is portraying in this clip?
Answer: McGann, David Talbot

61.22%

3

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06 506 : Please tell us the last name of the actress heard
in this clip and the character she is portraying.
Answer: Lumley, (Aunt) Emma

61.22%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06517 : Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the character he is portraying.
Answer: Sylvester McCoy, Radagast

14.29%

5

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06513: What is the last name of the actor heard here
and what is the first and last name of the character he is portraying?
Answer: Capaldi, George Harrison

40.82%

6

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06519: What is the last name of the actor heard here
and what is the first and last name of the character he is portraying?
Answer: Hartnell, Will Buckley

0.00%

7

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06514: What is the last name of the male that is singing
and what is the name of the character he is playing?
Answer: Davison, Buttons

81.63%

8

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06508: What is the first and last name of the actor heard
here and what is the name of the character he is portraying?
Answer: John Hurt, Ollivander

85.71%

9

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06516: Name the actor heard in this clip, last name only,
and the name of the character he is portraying.
Answer: Atkinson , Toby

71.43%

10

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06507: Please tell us the first and last name of the
actress singing in this clip.
Answer: Jodie Whittaker

59.18%

11

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06510: Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the name of the character he is portraying .
Answer: Matt Smith, (Prince) Philip

67.35%

12

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06518: What is the first and last name of the actor heard
here and what is the name of the character he is portraying?
Answer: Tom Baker, Captain Rum

81.63%

13

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06503: Name the actor heard in this clip , last name only,
and the name of the character he is portraying .
Answer: Warner, Evil Genius

91.84%

14

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06511: Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the name of the character he is portraying.
Answer: Patrick Troughton, Father Brennan

77.55%

15

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06502: Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the name of the character he is portraying
Answer: David Tennant, Crawley OR Crowley

36 .73%

16

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06509: Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the character he is portraying.
Answer: Jon Pertwee, Doctor Fettle

75.51%

17

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06501 : Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
heard here and the character he is portraying.
Answer: Colin Baker, Bayban

79 .59 %

18

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06505 : Please tell us the first and last name of the actor
singing here and the first and last name of the character he is portraying.
Answer: Jim Broadbent, Harold Zidler

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 18
36.73%

1

70 points

Question: According to one version of his story, during a hard winter of deep blue
snow, the men in the logging camp where young Paul Bunyan worked passed
a rule to help live together. What was this rule?

Answer: Beards longer than six feet had to be tucked into their boots
93.88%

2

15 points

Question: What is the name of the only dog mentioned in a Shakespeare play and in
what play is the dog mentioned?

Answer: Crab , The Two Gentlemen of Verona
85.71%

3

20 points

Question: Budd Schul berg's best known novel was turned into a Broadwa y musical.
Who played the lead in that musical? First and last name, please .

Answer: Steve Lawrence
38 .78%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06043: Please give us the name of the show talked about
in this clip .

Answer: Time Travel: Fact, Fiction and Fantasy
77.55 %

5

30 points

Question: Minnesota ranks sixth among states with the highest number of fishing
anglers. Please give us the top three states .

Answer: Florida, Texas, Michigan
55 . 10%

6

60 points

Question: This TV father meets his two kids in a piano bar. To cheer them up, he
requests a tune. The piano player explains he's only noodling until the
regular shows up. He then admits that he really only knows three songs .
Please tell us the name of TV father, the names of his two kids and the
names of the only three songs the piano player knows.

Answer: Martin Crane, Frasier (Crane), Niles (Crane) , America the Beautiful, Happy
Birthday, Goldfinger
93 .88%

7

30 points

Question: On June 6th, 1978, ABC premiered with the show 20/20 . Who were the
original hosts, first and last names, and how long before Hugh Downs took
over as host?

Answer: Harold Hayes, Robert Hughes, one week
71.43%

8

35 points

Question: Who directed the County Stearns Theatrical Company's play "One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest" that took place in March of 1986? First and last name
please.

Answer: Terry Petersen
59 .18%

9

20 points

Question: What is the name of the four story giant water slide located approximately
filteen minutes south of Wisconsin Rapids?

Answer: Pinezilla

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 19
8.16%

1

60 points

Question: During June Dairy Month in 1980, Vikings player Paul Krause was challenged
to a milking contest and won. Please give us the first and last name of his
opponent.
Answer: Gretchen Quie

93.88%

2

10 points

Question: For the first time ever, starting in 2020, the BMC Toy Company will be doing
what?
Answer: making green army women

95.92%

3

20 points

Question: Ernie Pantuso's old baseball friend passes away . As a tribute to the fallen explayer, Ernie exhibits a cardboard cutout of him in the bar. Who is the actual
ballplayer depicted on the cutout? First and last name please.
Answer: Jimmie Foxx

12.24%

4

40 points

Question: Bigfoot appears from a round red door in what company's commercial?
Answer: Hotwire

77.55%

5

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06717: In what town was th is experiment taking place?
Answer: Old Stump

51.02%

6

60 points

Question: Before his death , this well-known American author revealed the identity of
the real person who inspired him to create the main character in his best
known novel. Please give us the author, his novel, the hero of the novel , the
name of the real person he's based on and the college he attended before he
met the author. First and last names, please.
Answer: Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse Five, Billy Pilgrim, Edward Crone, Hobart
(College)

81.63%

7

25 points

Question: Who is the last surviving person who was in the Presidential limousine on
that fateful day in Dallas, November 22nd, 1963? First and last name please .
Answer: Clint Hill

59.18%

8

35 points

Question: In this music video, harmonica playing Max Wal ker travels through time with
these four men, who appear as gangsters and civil war soldiers. Please give
us the name of the song heard in this video and the band performing it.
Answer: Time Won't Let Me, Smithereens

83 .67%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 20: Who is this , first and last name, and what
was she dubbed after this photo?
Answer: Judith Streng, iceberg queen

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 20
6.12%

1

60 points

Question: Who are the two co-editors of The Maynard News in the August 28, 2018
State Fair Edition newspaper? First and last names please.
Answer: John Bodette, Mike Vadnie

61.22%

2

10 points

Question: If you were born on February 29th, 2020, what would your astrological sign
be?
Answer: Aquarius

89.80%

3

20 points

Question: Although it is being used again for performances, the Ryman Auditorium was
home to The Grand Ole Opry before moving to its new home in 1974. Who
sang the last Opry song onstage at the Ryman, first and last name, and what
song was it?
Answer: George Morgan, Candy Kisses

87.76%

4

40 points

Question: As seen on his wrist, what is the make and model of the timepiece worn by
big screen forensic psychologist Doctor Jack Gramm?
Answer: Tag Heuer Monaco

95.92%

5

25 points

Question: Before he got to the major leagues in the 1940's, this minor league player
was traded to another minor league team. He decided to hitchhike to his new
team's location instead of staying on the team bus . That bus later crashed,
killing nine passengers. As a result, the player acquired a new nickname.
Who was the player and what was the nickname?
Answer: Lucky Jack Lohrke

6.12%

6

80 points

Question: Blast off! In commemoration of Saint Cloud State's participation in the
SHIMMER experiment, an object was presented to the university that was in
outer space . Identify the object and whose signatures are on the certificate
that was presented with the object. First and last names please.
Answer: patch; Joel Cardon, David Siskind, Fred Roesler, John Harlander

87.76%

7

25 points

Question: The unrevised aircraft recognition playing cards from 1979 were distributed
to U.S. Army Training Aids Centers and eventually made their way to Ebay.
The Soviet TU-36 Backfire represented what card?
Answer: Joker

53.06%

8

35 points

Question: A 2003 movie added a 1971 pinball machine to a 1960's era scene, complete
with greasers and switchblades. What movie are we referring to?
Answer: Secondhand Lions

69 .39%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06045: What is the name of this young heroine?
Answer: Athena

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 21
24.49%

60 points

Question: In honor of PJ Fleck, please give us the first names of the two big scree n
characters who rowed the boat The Regina Savhanna in 1982.

Answer: Alice, Jude
89 .8 0 %

2

10 points

Question: George Frayne was the lead singer for what Western Sw ing grou p?
Answer: Commander Cody and his Lost Planet Airmen

89 .80 %

3

20 points

Question: In Sam Malone's bar, there is a framed picture behind the bar of a ballplayer
who is supposed to be Sam in his playing days. Who is the real ballp layer in
that picture? First and last name please.

Answer: Jim Lonborg
77 .55 %

4

40 points

Question: After travelling from 1893 to 1979, big screen character Herbert Wells is
searching for his friend John . At one point on the way to a hotel , he hail s a
cab . As shown on the side of the car, what is the name of the cab company?

Answer: DeSoto
59 .1 8%

5

25 points

Question: While big screen character Evelyn is sitting on her bed explaining some
things she just overheard to her roommate Mary Tilford, we can see an
album sleeve on the wall at the head of her bed . What is the name of th e
album sleeve we see?

Answer: Portrait of My Love
8 .16%

6

60 points

Question: In this story, we find that Mr. Balm has passed on, leaving a vacancy in a
very unusual secret society . To get accepted , the new recruit has to dig up
Mr. Balm and check the time on his watch. Please give us the name of this
fictional society .

Answer: Vault Keepers Club
81. 6 3%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06024 : What is written on the wall after this
conversation?

Answer: Kate I'm Here With You, Thanks for the Lovely Saturday together
46.94%

8

35 points

Question: When this United States President was campaigning for re-election, he
traveled through a western state where he observed a tombstone with a four
word epitaph that made a lasting impression on him . Who was the president,
what was the name on the tombstone and what was the epitaph? First and
last names please.

Answer: Harry Truman, Jack Williams, He Done His Damndest
51. 02 %

9

20 points

Question: In 1987, a comic book appeared in the MTV world featuring Thrax pirates on
planet Doom. Who were the heroes of that story?

Answer: Def Leppard

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 22
53.06%

1

60 points

Question: From an old Mutt and Jeff comic strip, please complete the rest of this little
ditty: Thirty days hath Septober.
Answer: April , June and no wonder. All the rest have thirty one, except Grandma and
she smokes a pipe

57 .14%

2

15 points

Question: Where is the city and state location of the Army's only criminal forensics lab?
Answer: Forest Park, Georgia

89.80%

3

20 points

Question: Who was the first Major League Baseball team to allow fans to keep foul
balls?
Answer: Chicago Cubs

48.98%

4

45 points

Question: In Humphrey Bogart's last movie, two former heavyweight bo xi ng champs
appear in the cast. Please tell us the name of the movie, the ring names of
the boxers and the most noteworthy thing they had in common in the ring .
Answer: The Harder They Fall, Max Baer, Jersey Joe Walcott, (both were) knocked out
by Joe Louis

53 .06%

5

30 points

Question: This gentleman began his pro career as a comedian . He later went on to
have a number two hit in the UK with a song co-penned by Albert Hammond.
Who is he and what song was it? Stage name please .
Answer: Leapy Lee, Little Arrows

18.37%

6

60 points

Question: Other than She, please tell us the name of the movie released in 1985 that
actress Quin Kessler appeared in .
Answer: The Breakfast Club

55 .10%

7

30 points

Question: The Fun Pass put out by the Saint Paul Visitors and Convention Bureau listed
a Special Guest Star Program for the Mall of America in their Pamphlet from
the May 2004 to September 2004 season . Please give us the three languages
this program was available in.
Answer: English, Japanese, Spanish

89.80%

8

35 points

Question: The last Sports Illustrated of 2015 said farewell to Doris Hart, Lauren Hill and
what two other female athletes?
Answer: Camille Muffat, Louise Suggs

59 .18%

9

20 points

Question: This monkey with a tool belt has a noisy problem. What is the difference
between the two readable clocks in this story?
Answer: 30 minutes

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 23
18.37%

1

60 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 26: Who is this strapping young man trying to
figure out what time it is?
Answer: T. Graham Brown

97.96%

2

10 points

Question: Leila Kath is a full time firefighter. What Minnesota city does she work for?
Answer: Owatonna

89.80%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06707: What big screen character is this person
describing? First and last name please.
Answer: Emma Peel

38 .78%

4

40 points

Question: During every February, players open trivia's elusive clues. Knowing this
sentence could get you diagnosed with what?
Answer: 20/20 vision

28.57%

5

30 points

Question: For a time starting in 1942, The Light Crust Doughboys were known by what
other name?
Answer: The Coffee Grinders

55.10%

6

60 points

Question: When TV cop Darien Lambert donated ten thousand dollars to the Society for
a Better Tomorrow, a women's auxiliary that promotes the use of assault
weapons, what alias did he use?
Answer: Daniel Lang

28.57%

7

30 points

Question: A woman calls home to check in, not knowing that her roommate and
boyfriend were victims of a tragic misidentification by a Gargoyle wearing
time traveler. Identify the woman's name, where the call takes place, and
the return phone number.
Answer: Sarah Connor, TechNoir, 555-9175

30.61%

8

35 points

Question: At one point in time, four current and former members of Genesis had songs
on Billboard's Top 40 chart the same time Genesis had a song on the chart.
Please give us those five songs now .
Answer: All I Need Is A Miracle, Invisible Touch , Sledgehammer, Take Me Home,
When The Heart Rules The Mind

44 .90%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Eight: Meet Chip. According to product packaging ,
what is Chip's superpower?
Answer: Can move objects without touching them

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 24
0 .00%

1

60 points

Question: Hopkins, Minnesota has an annual raspberry festival that began in 1935. The
first festival featured a ladies potato sack race . What contest did they have
for the married ladies that year?

Answer: rooster chasing
91.84%

2

15 points

Question: The caution scale on what bag of candy goes 10 seconds wimp, 20 seconds
geek, 30 seconds killer and 40 seconds radical?

Answer: Cry Baby Extra Sour Bubble Gum
26.53%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 23: What is the brand name of the snack food
product that features this image?

Answer: Hen of the Woods
42.86%

4

50 points

Question: Using the month-day-year format with no leading zeros and a four-digit year,
who is on the cover of the first Time magazine where the issue date is a
palindrome? Full name please.

Answer: Aung San Suu Kyi
91.84%

5

30 points

Question: Please give us the names of the six primarily Country Music performers who
have all sung the National Anthem at a Super Bowl?

Answer: Charlie Pride, Garth Brooks, Faith Hill, The Dixie Chicks, Carrie Underwood ,
Luke Bryan
22.45%

6

60 points

Question: On October 29th, 2002 this actor/ director read from his autobiography that
rose into the Top 20 on New York Times bestselling list He started on page
246 at the bottom, talking about actors aging and also read fan emails which
are included in the book. Please give us the address and city and state of the
bookstore he was at on his book tour during that date .

Answer: 4453 Walnut Street, Dayton, Ohio
51.02%

7

30 points

Question: The tagline to what Bill Nye show sponsor is "you get two poles in every
bite"?

Answer: Bar Magnet
67 .35%

8

35 points

Question: Bound and gagged, we see John Wayne fall to the jail floor in the epic movie
El Dorado. Above him are three wanted posters . Please give us the first and
last name of the person wanted for stagecoach robbery.

Answer: Barney Stevens
81.63%

9

20 points

Question: Carmel High School, Westvale, Dalton Academy, and William McKinley have
rival glee clubs. What are the names given to these four tv clubs?

Answer: Aural Intensity, Vocal Adrenaline, New Directions, Warblers

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 25
18.37%

60 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Five: The answer to this question is BA. For A,
take the combined height, in feet, of the six structures in this image that
were completed in the 19th or 20th century. From that number, subtract the
year the tallest structure in this image was completed. For B, take the
youngest of the remaining towers in this image and add up the sum of the
digits of the year it was originally completed and then add one . This four
digit number represents the end. Part of today represents the beginning .
Please tell us the person affiliated with those two points in time.
Answer: Galileo (Galilei)

77.5 5%

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06714: Please tell us the first and last name of the big
screen character giving this lecture.
Answer: Helen Hudson

79.59%

3

20 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, who got Mexico in 1984? First and last names please .
Answer: Eddie Raven, Frank Myers

53.06%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06702 : Please give us the name of the album this song
comes from.
Answer: About Time

30 .61 %

5

25 points

Question: "Nothing To Be Ashamed Of" is the motto of what big screen institute of
higher learning?
Answer: Thunderbird Junior College

71.43%

6

60 points

Question: According to Good Housekeeping, who were the top 10 most Admired Men
from the results of their fifth annual poll? Please give us any six of the ten on
that list.
Answer: Jerry Falwell, Jacques Cousteau, Jimmy Carter, Bob Hope, Alan Alda, Bill
Cosby, Lee Iacocca, Billy Graham, Pope John Paul II, Ronald Reagan

34 .69 %

7

30 points

Question: This historic item in Saint Cloud State's only building on the National Register
of Historic places was stolen in November 1980 and later found on a road in
south Saint Cloud. Name the item that was stolen and the first and last name
of the person who found it.
Answer: Grandfather Clock, Daryl Weber

73.47%

8

35 points

Question: This paper ad shows three Boy Scouts from Troop 609 around a beverage
cooler. The ad states that no one likes being left out and it is OK to join your
friends in a drink. Please give us the product name of the beverage this ad is
for.
Answer: Budweiser

59 .18%

9

20 points

Question: What is the name of the establishment where big screen character Marvin
Derfler locks up The Duke in the bathroom?
Answer: Blue Angel Motel

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 26
12.24%

1

75 points

Question: (One and Done) : Literary character Nick Carter has been sent to Hong Kong
to meet a Russian agent before both embarking on a top secret mission to
destroy the missiles of a mad man. Waiting in the hotel bar, Nick hears a
particular song played that serves as the signal to meet the Russian . What is
the title of this song?
Answer: In The Still Of The Night

57.14%

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06050: Please give us the first and last name of the actor
heard here.
Answer: William Shatner

91.84%

3

20 points

Question: Blast from the past: Trivia Olympics. This Academy Award winning film saw
Harold running the parameter of the courtyard in Cambridge. In reality, what
is the name of this race?
Answer: {Trinity) Great Court Run

26 .53%

4

50 points

Question: In a dramatic film from 2011 we see Constantine reminiscing while looking at
a door. Please give us the highest name shown and complete date associated
with that name on the door.
Answer: Skeeter, December 25, 1958

65.31%

5

30 points

Question: In this Kimberly Brubaker Bradley book, Susan ex plains to Ada how sorry
she was that she never took care of her as well as Susan 's mother took care
of Susan. Please name the item that Susan stated that mother ironed for
her.
Answer: Shoelaces

0 .00%

6

60 points

Question: Merald the Warrior Princess is a fictional series of fiction written by Ale x M.
What was the title of the third episode in that series?
Answer: SuperNova

69 .39%

7

30 points

Question: What are the full real names of the last three remaining competitors in the
30 man match that took place on January 26th, 2020?
Answer: Andrew Mclean Galloway IV, Leati Joseph Anoa'i, Adam Joseph Copeland

91.84%

8

35 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #0602 5: Please give us the company that was advertising
here.
Answer: Libby's

91 .84%

9

20 points

Question: When fictional character Bronco and his French Maid head to the Alpine
Theater, according to the marquee, what movie is playing?
Answer: Heidi II (Heidi 2)

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 27
75.51%

60 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Six: In this picture you see Lord Puff and Minette,
a couple of English cats who don't understand their role in keeping the
rodent population down. Who is playing Minette? First and last name please.

Answer: Jane Munson
89.80%

2

10 points

Question: It could be a joke. Four funky cats are in Church. Three are named JD, Tonic ,
and Jager. Give us the name of the fourth .

Answer: Leo
93.88%

3

20 points

Question: Please give us the names on the stockings hung on the fireplace in the Arm
and Hammer Spinbrush Commercial Ad.

Answer: Mom, Dad, Emily, Jake
22.45%

4

40 points

Question: What was the name of the first American band to sign to Mute records?
Answer: Toenut

89.80%

5

25 points

Question: Time travel and Chris Rock helped propel a very popular movie video to two
MTV awards in 2019. In the video, how many years into the future did the
artists travel?

Answer: 130
65.31%

6

60 points

Question: In 1991, the Back to the Future franchise showed Doc Brown converting the
DeLorean into a suitcase on more than one occasion . In two of the instances,
Doc also revealed how heavy the suitcase was . What are the two weights he
revealed?

Answer: 2014 pounds, 2796 pounds
73.47%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06018: Please tell us the first and last name of the voice
heard here.

Answer: Ian Thornley
87 .76%

8

35 points

Question: In a letter to his stepbrother, Abe Lincoln wrote about the importance of
breaking a habit to set an early example for children. What habit is he
referring to?

Answer: wasting time
59.18%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 24: What is a breakfast cereal without a cool
game on the back of the box to do while you are chowing down artificially
flavored sugar bombs? BORING! So please tell us the name of the cereal that
you would have found this maze on .

Answer: Buddy the Elf

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 28
46 .94%

1

60 points

Question: In 1970, Tom Jones was chosen as the most magnetic male in the World, Mr.
Saturday Night, by the Hollywood Bachelorettes Society. Please tell us the
first and last names of the six runners-up.

Answer: Bill Cosby, John Lindsay , Ralph Nader, Paul Newman, Prince Philip, Tom
Seaver
67 .35%

2

10 points

Question: They came . They saw. They conquered. And consumed is the tag line for
what movie?

Answer: Heavyweights
95 .92 %

3

20 points

Question: On what label did Chubby Checker record "20 Miles"?
Answer: Parkway OR Cameo-Parkway

57 .14%

4

40 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the oldest songwriter to have a
Billboard top ten hit on the pop charts during their lifetime .

Answer: Irving Berlin
85.71%

5

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06017: This big screen journalist is quizzing a time
traveler. Please give us her name and the name of the time traveler.

Answer: April Drennan, Adam Yates
57 . 14%

6

60 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the comic book character whose
dating tips include eliminating the competition, saving up your allowance and
learning auto mechanics?

Answer: Elizabeth Cooper OR Betty Cooper
65.31%

7

25 points

Question: Before Howdy Doody, there was a freckle-faced kid about 6 years old looking
swell who was the face of a prime throwback soda. What is the name of this
pop?

Answer: Spiffy
57.14%

8

35 points

Question: Ouch, that wasn't supposed to happen! Wee Hughie accidentally kills a young
superhero with his newfound strength. When reported on television, who did
they say was responsible for his death?

Answer: Time Terrorists
63.27 %

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 15: This character, along with his friends, help
introduce kids to the joy and discovery of gardening. What is the name of
this monocled fellow as seen on the vegetable stake he adorns .

Answer: Kernel Cobb (the Cobb)

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 29
42.86 %

1

70 points

Question: Literary character Satin has travelled back in time from the future . Her and a
companion are recruiting team mates to save the world. Satin was unable to
recall her mission. What was the reason for her memory loss?

Answer: Chrononaut Amnesia Syndrome
61.22 %

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Nine : This image comes with a disclaimer. What is
it?

Answer: (Stop!) Before playing this record be certain your needle is good
9 3 .88 %

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06014 : What is the first, middle and last name of the big
screen character that admits he is lost?

Answer: Herbert George Wells
16. 3 3%

4

40 points

Question: Only a fool would stop to dance on a ride and cry when they shake their
money gone . The previous sentence contains eight songs that have
something in common. Please give us the titles to those eight songs.

Answer: Cry Cry Cry, Dance Dance Dance, Fool Fool Fool , Gone Gone Gone, Money
Money Money, Ride Ride Ride, Shake Shake Shake, Stop Stop Stop
28 .57 %

5

30 points

Question: A small screen movie released late in 2019 shows Four placing high intensity
speakers on extremely large panes of glass. One then plays a piece of iconic
audio from his cell phone that proceeds to shatter that glass. What is the
name of this iconic audio?

Answer: Deep Note
28 .57 %

6

60 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06716 : What are the first names of the two characters
heard here?

Answer: Diana, Hank
42 .86 %

7

30 points

Question: Hellboy and his companions have taken shelter in a pub while England 's
noble dead gather outside . What is the beer on tap called?

Answer: Black Peat
57 . 14%

8

35 points

Question: An outline written by the angry young man from Hollywood evolved into a
story about a woman watching her past and her future . In this story, Mel issa
is exiting a theater that was showing "His Girl Friday" and sees a billboard in
a truck pass by her. Melissa had just witnessed this same scene in the
theater . The billboard was an ad for what business?

Answer: Big Daddy Electronics
8 7 .76 %

9

20 points

Question: Steve and Snot held an epic party for the unincludeds. Their future selves
showed up at the party and some of Steve's actions caused major problems
to their future selves timeline. When Steve and Snot broke up the party ,
what did they finally do to make people leave?

Answer: dance naked

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 30
12.24%

1

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri v ia #06051: Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip .

Answer: Keanu
2

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #060 52: Which television or movie does this audio come
from?

Answer: Braid
89.80%

3

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #0 6053 : Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip .

Answer: Gravy
42.86%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri via #060 54: Which television or movie does this audio come
from?

Answer: Aveng ers Endgame
91.84%

5

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06055 : Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip.

Answer: Kingsmen The Secret Service
44.90%

6

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06056 : Which television or movie does this audio come
from?

Answer: Godz ill a King of the Monsters
8.16%

7

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06057 : Please provi de the tv or movie source of this
audio clip .

Answer: Invaders from the Deep
48.98%

8

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06058 : Which television or movie does this audio come
from ?

Answer: House of 1000 Corpses
79 .59 %

9

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri vi a # 06059: Please provide the tv or movie source of this
aud io clip .

Answer: Lucifer
83.67%

10

40 po ints

Question: 2020 Aud io Trivia # 06060 : Which television or movie does this audio come
from ?

Answer: Batman Hush
81.63%

11

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri vi a # 06061: Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip.

Answer: Halloween Three Season of the Witch

93.88 %

12

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06062: Which television or movie does this audio come
from?
Answer: Army of Darkness

85.71%

13

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06063: Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip.
Answer: Halloween Four

89.80%

14

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06064: Which television or movie does this audio come
from?
Answer: Lost Boys

12 .24%

15

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06065 : Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip .
Answer: Poolboy Drowning out the Fury

83 .67%

16

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06066: Which television or movie does this audio come
from?
Answer: Kong Skull Island

75 .51%

17

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06067: Please provide the tv or movie source of this
audio clip.
Answer: Doom Patrol

87.76%

18

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06068 : Which television or movie does this audio come
from?
Answer: Spiderman Far From Home

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 31
60 points

4.08%

Question: A famous magazine published a compilation of cartoons and competitions in
a book form . One winner submitted a fictional recipe and dedicated it to
author Frank Herbert. Please give us the name of the recipe and the places
where the ingredients came from . You must be complete.

Answer: Pit-Cooked Sandworm, Arrakis, Kyril, Pyrrus , Terra, Transylvania, Askelon,
Big Planet
32 .65%

2

10 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06705: Please give us the name of the band singing this
song.

Answer: Alan Parsons Project
77 .55%

3

20 points

Question: According to this philosophical Greek, you are 20 feet and 20 inches from a
door, you have size ten and a half shoes and you are five feet, eleven inches
tall with a thirty-four and one half inch inseam . If you take one step towards
the door and consecutively take half of the previous step each time, how
long will it take you to reach the door?

Answer: Infinity or Never
55 . 10%

4

40 points

Question: In this story, oldest brother Tyler is driven crazy because fears and tears
from his sister are running around in his head . During this craziness, he
knocks something down a stairway . What does he knock over and what do
they find because of it? You must be complete.

Answer: Grandfather Clock, Timeshift Key
73.47%

5

25 points

Question: What school of higher education was the first to play against Saint Cloud
Normal School in intercollegiate football?

Answer: North Dakota Agricultural College
0.00 %

6

60 points

Question: As he enters the test chamber, this famous comic book character says he is
Spam in a can . What do they call him when he emerges after the drop?

Answer: Timex Jordan
34.69%

7

30 points

Question: In the fall of 1999, we were witnesses to the corporate slayings of seven
executives for their sins. Please give us the name of the company the
departed worked for and the last name of the lone survivor from that
murderous meeting .

Answer: Complex Corporation, Price
87.76%

8

35 points

Question: Rapper Michael might be a big fan of noodling because of the tattoo of the
catfish on his left forearm or maybe because his birth state is famous for it .
Who is Michael better known as?

Answer: Yelawolf
91.84%

9

20 points

Question: What is the name of the classic rock album that features toasters with wings
and clocks flying across the cover?

Answer: Thirty Seconds Over Winterland

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 32
10.20%

1

60 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06039: Please give us the first and last name of the
character heard here .
Answer: Ed Walters

93 .88%

2

10 points

Question: The Colorado Buffaloes play their home football games at what field and in
what city?
Answer: Folsom (Field), Boulder

83 .67%

3

20 points

Question: The cover of this country music album features an establishment sporting
the Texas state flag and an ATM . Signs hanging out front advertise "Tables
for Ladies and Gentlemen", "Choice Cut Steaks" and the "Best Chicken Fried
Steak In Town" . What is the name of this album?
Answer: Honky Tonk Time Machine

65 .31%

4

50 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 14 : What is the title of the album this image was
taken from?
Answer: It's Time For Old Tyme

71.43%

5

30 points

Question: She was a reporter with the surname of Smith . He was a traveler who would
use the surname Smith when need be . They parted ways when he dropped
her off in Aberdeen. Their paths crossed when they were both investigating
strange occurrences at a school. Please give us the name of the school where
these old friends meet again.
Answer: Deffry Vale (School)

53.06%

6

60 points

Question: The employees at the Union Wharf in San Francisco went 462 days wi thout a
lost time incident. In what 2007 movie do we find this out?
Answer: War

73.47%

7

30 points

Question: This Minneapolis man was charged with attempted murder and was caught
by police dumping the victim's purse about 285,120 feet northwest of the
Twin Cities . Please give us the Minneapolis man 's full legal name.
Answer: PooG (Poo-Jee) DaBleed DevilDrugChristLord

34.69%

8

35 points

Question: This sports announcer had his most LEET interview with an elected official
whom you could say lacked depth but still asked to use the host's
flamethrower. Please give us the first and last name of this actor turned
announcer and elected official.
Answer: Joe Rogan, Dan Crenshaw

87.76%

9

20 points

Question: Who headlined the inaugural KAABOO Cayman Festival on the first day and
who headlined on the second day?
Answer: Chainsmokers, Duran Duran

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 33
70 points

0.00%

Question: This deceased midwest fabricator was in four documentaries surrounding the
craft he was known for and was considered one of its godfathers . This
outsider also spent a lot of time with an artist who was famous for painting
the same genre. Please tell us his first and last name .

Answer: Tom Fugle
83 .67 %

2

10 points

Question: What character is represented by the recycling badge in Paw Patrol Race to
the Rescue board game?

Answer: Rocky
65.31%

3

20 points

Question: What television character uses Billy the Choo Choo adhesive bandages?
Answer: number five

65 .31%

4

50 points

Question: 2020 Audio Tri via #06021: Please give us the first and last names of these
big screen characters that are trying to figure out this tune .

Answer: Nick Starkey, Bernadette Flynn
10.20 %

5

25 points

Question: Not everyone is as they seem at the fictional Sunrise Diner, it's almost like
you could strike a deal with the devil himself. What is the name of the pinball
machine that you can see at this late night spot?

Answer: Royal Flush
6.12 %

6

60 points

Question: Near the end of 1973, a magazine published a short skit that contained a
song with the lyrics "Push, push, push and bend your knees" . Please give us
the name of this song and the magazine it was featured in.

Answer: The Christmas Squeeze, Women's Day
57.14%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06000: Please give us the name of the movie this scene
was taken from .

Answer: Donnie Darke
12.24%

8

35 points

Question: This space traveling doctor spent many years from home throughout the
television series. It wasn't until the last episode that he reveals his name
was the same as his grandfather-in-law . Please give us the name of the
Doctor.

Answer: Joe
77.55 %

9

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the Gallifreyan time traveler whose time
machine held the shape of a London double decker bus?

Answer: Iris Wildthyme

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 34
18 .37%

1

60 points

Question: In this short, near bar closing time, beer snobs Chester and Dylan approach
Mike and argue about the quality of beer that they drink. Name the final beer
that Mike tries .
Answer: Fester's Lager

77 .55%

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 22: These three gentleman are finding it hard to
believe how big this vehicle is on the inside. What model of vehicle was this
picture an ad for?
Answer: Golf Estate

65 .31%

3

20 points

Question: What small screen astronaut from Riverview, Ohio figures he went back to
one million be land and once did his best spirit impersonation to keep from
being killed by boss? First and last name please .
Answer: Hector Canfield

32.65%

4

45 points

Question: Thi s sketch comedy premiered in 1993 about two guys dressed in velvet and
their obsession with this food product. Aww-Yeah! What product did they
love so much and roughly what volume of it did they buy?
Answer: Pudding, 30 gallons

51.02%

5

30 points

Question: This time traveling cartoon quadruped has a companion and stated his
species shou ld have this . Please give us his full quote regarding what his
species shou ld have.
Answer: Every dog should have a boy

63.27%

6

60 points

Question: In August 1969, you could have floated with the audience while catching the
final concert at this West Coast venue. What was the name of the venue and
who was the last act to perform there?
Answer: Greenlake Aquatheatre, Grateful Dead

59.18%

7

30 points

Question: What is the name of the book fictional character Jonathan Moore can be seen
rea ding while waiting for his girlfriend Sasha in the Cafe Espresso?
Answer: The Sun Also Rises ("Fiesta" is also correct)

48.98%

8

35 points

Question: Big screen character Charlie Sykes made three very popular video games.
What are their titles?
Answer: Dog in Hell, Hell on Wheels, I'd Rather Be Living

83.67%

9

20 points

Question: While impersonating royalty, this fictional character talks about how there is
some eccentricity that runs in her husband's family. She mentions how she
got a Thousand Island Dressing covered roller skate as an engagement
present from his grandfather. What is first and last name of this character?
Answer: Eve Peabody

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 35
4 .08%

60 points

Question: As we see our mustached protagonist in Arthur's house, we see a symbol of
a third eye on his forehead for a moment. Behind him there is writing on the
wall above the window that gives us a clue to the meaning of the movie.
What does this cryptic text on the wal I say?

Answer: In this secret room from the past, I seek the future
77.55%

2

10 points

Question: Ned used to date Phil's sister, got shingles real bad, sells insurance, but what
else is Ned known for at the talent show?

Answer: Belly Button Whistling
0.00%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06028: This audio trivia song title was played near the
end of 2019 trivia. Please give us the name of the artist singing it here .

Answer: Mr. Peabody
53.06%

4

40 points

Question: Graeme Webber was responsible for the photography on an album cover that
featured the group sitting in the bleachers at a school track . What is the
name of this group we are referring to and what is the name of the next
studio album they released?

Answer: Little River Band , Time Exposure
36.73%

5

30 points

Question: Before deciding on the name Kick Ass, what other two names did big screen
character Dave Lizewski ponder using?

Answer: Bad Knight, Bad Ass
32.65%

6

60 points

Question: In a solo adventure, our young hero Mouser is taken from the Palace of Noon
and shown two matching items. Please tell us what they are and what they
are named .

Answer: Daggers, Sinister, Dexter
22.45%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06706: Please answer the question posed in this clip.
Answer: Anusol

73.47%

8

35 points

Question: In Star Trek: The Next Generation, what was the first line Data said to
Guinan that made her laugh?

Answer: My timing is digital
53.06%

9

20 points

Question: This machete-wielding actor is an ex-co n and prison boxer. He helped set a
record that was set in 2016 and he helped break it in 2017 . What was the
record event?

Answer: Longest (OR Largest) parade of Indian Motorcycles

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 36
57.14%

1

30 points

Question: (One and Done): What small screen series was recently described as
Rosemary's Baby meets The Exorcist in fabulous clothes?
Answer: Chilling Adventures of Sabrina

67.35%

2

10 points

Question: What digital information source states "We Come from the Future"?
Answer: Gizmodo

16.33%

3

20 points

Question: This popular Netflix series gives us a young girl with dangerous power. She
later goes to find her destiny at the end of the season one finale . Among her
many names, aliases, and titles, please give us her alias that fits with this
year's theme.
Answer: Lady of Space and Time

14.29%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Seven: Where would you find this clown picture?
Answer: Bobby Goldsboro Tenth Anniversary Album

71.43%

5

25 points

Question: Freakazoid accidently went back in time to the "date which will live in
infamy" and changed history. Upon returning to his time, Freakazoid saw a
well known actress go against her basic instincts to play a role in one of
Shakespeare's plays. Please name the actress and the role she played.
Answer: Sharon Stone, Lady MacBeth

16.33%

6

60 points

Question: In this movie, hired thug number six is seen standing by the arcade game
Time Pilot. Prior to number six being shot to death by the vigilante, four
other arcade games are ridd led with gunfire. What are the titles of those four
games?
Answer: Gravitar, Lady Bug, Thayer's Quest, Tempest

22.45%

7

25 points

Question: This actor was once a professional athlete but had to retire three years into
his career because of a finger injury. He went on to acting in a wa r movie
and was replaced by the technical advisor only to be given a small part on a
helicopter in the movie. Please give us the first and last names of the actor
and technical advisor.
Answer: Tim Colceri, Ronald Ermey

73.47%

8

35 points

Question: Leave it to a band to hock a perfume smelling of lemon, leather and black
pepper, among other things. Which band slapped their name on this
concoction?
Answer: Sex Pistols

79.59%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06048: Please give us the name of the song that comes
from this TV show covered here.
Answer: Toss a Coin to your Witcher

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 37
4.08%

60 points

Question: Nestled along the Mississippi River, a plaque from Jibbie Anderson and her
husband mark a significant Saint Cloud State campus spot. Name the
purpose of the structure that once stood there and the structure's previous
owner who sold it to the campus.

Answer: music studio, J.E. Jenks
77.55%

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06710: Please give us the name of the character singing
this song.

Answer: Buckwheat
81.63%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06027: Please give us the first and last name of the
character heard here .

Answer: Mikey Walsh OR Michael Walsh
30 .61%

4

40 points

Question: When Takahashi speaks with Street Preacher about a hit, we see a Hymn
board behind him. What are the four Hymns on the wall?

Answer: 183, 48, 351, 43
20.41 %

5

30 points

Question: In this movie, Sherie had the high score on her favorite racing game until
her brother Turtle's friend came over and almost doubled it on his first and
only attempt. What were the high scores for Sherie, her brother, and his
friend?

Answer: (friend) 79,950, (Sherie) 45,100, (Turtle) 39,750
38 .78%

6

60 points

Question: When being questioned about time, small screen astronaut John gi ves
multiple answers to the Ancient. What was the answer he gave right before
trying to shoot it?

Answer: Rosemary and Thyme
28 .57 %

7

30 points

Question: In 1994 this band released their first video . Just shy of 25 years later they
released a cover song where the video for it was almost a shot for shot
recreation of their first video but with a different singer. Please give us the
stage name of the stand-in singer and the song they sang.

Answer: Weird Al Yankovic, Africa
61.22%

8

35 points

Question: Retch records put out an EP that was only nine minutes three seconds long .
The second track was the longest at three minutes 22 seconds and part of
the song title is shared in the band's name. Please give us the title of that
second song.

Answer: House of Insanity
61.22 %

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06034: Please give us the first and last name of the actor
that is on the other end of the phone in this big screen movie about
traversing time.

Answer: Scott Bakula

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 38
70 points

30 .61%

Question: First Entertainment Credit Union offered fictional Loantrim for soothing,
sweet relief because they say people experienced what three things when
shopping for a car?

Answer: dizziness, sore backside, occasional fits of madness
79 .59%

2

10 points

Question: On the Minnesota Lottery Scratch Off game "Wild Winnings", if you scratch
off three like amounts, you win that amount. When you scratch off two like
amounts and WHAT symbol, you win triple the amount?

Answer: Paw
79.59%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06026: Please give us the first and last name of the
actress heard here .

Answer: Madeleine Stowe
79.59%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 19: Please give us the the title of the song and
the performer for side two track two from the image here .

Answer: La La Means I love you, Delfonics
34 .69%

5

30 points

Question: In Zack de la Rocha's 1999 CIA music video, we find Zach, Teacha , and Last
Emperor standing in New York City with a bu ild ing that has an address on it.
What is now located at that address?

Answer: Ducati (Motorcycle) dealership
51.02%

6

60 points

Question: The fictional television show "The Adventures of Red Bear and Panda Bear"
was sponsored by whom?

Answer: Communist Party of Ontario
53.06%

7

30 points

Question: This actor/comedian appeared twice on a popular standup cable show. One
time he was talking about his father's drunk driving and the other he tal ked
about how his family hid his brother from the Feds. Please give us the first
and last name of this actor/comedian .

Answer: Louie Anderson
18.37%

8

35 points

Question: This television show was hosted by a man who shares his name with a
colorful golfer. On one episode the mystery guest was a famous newspa per
columnist who was more famous for her time in office . During that episode a
sponsored product is being used for 60 seconds. Please give us the brand
and model of the product.

Answer: Remington 60 De Luxe
42.86%

9

20 points

Question: Darren, Wolfgang and Ben were watching a movie when they accidently
plowed through a movie set near the drive in theater. Darren's next
comment wasn't an herbal tea recommendation but there is a product similar
in name. Please give us the comment he said.

Answer: Smooth move, Ex-lax

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 39
4 .08%

1

60 points

Question: When this alien was asked what was in his shopping bag , he pulled out a
Live DVD of this guilty pleasure band and if you didn't like them, he would
fight you. As he said this, a song from the DVD played. The song title was
similar to the DVD title, but one number off. Please give us the name of the
DVD he was talking about.
Answer: 40 Live Curaetion 25 (pronounced Cure-A-shun)

75.51%

2

10 points

Question: Rosanne Cash recorded her first album in the Summer of 1978 . Where on
earth did she record this album?
Answer: Munich (Germany)

81.63 %

3

20 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, what artist is so tired that sheep are counting him?
Answer: Fugazi

36.73%

4

40 points

Question: This nostalgically painted motorcycle rode all the way to Sturgis by members
of a mostly volunteer organization. It is to be stored there for the members
that rode on the images that were depicted on the motorcycle . Please give
us both names of the commemorated images .
Answer: USS South Dakota (Submarine), USS South Dakota (Battleship)

32 .65%

5

30 points

Question: This Pan put out a hit in 2010 and was quite successful until investigated by
this person who shares a similar pronunciation to a well known wealthy
American . Please give us the investigators name .
Answer: Bill Goetz

26.53%

6

60 points

Question: Literary character Jeff Frost is the only survivor of a crash . He regrets not
buying something he had considered extravagant. What specific item does
he wish he had bought and what two features did it have?
Answer: Breitling Watch, Mini-transponder, 24 Hour Dial

57.14%

7

30 points

Question: Two time travelers visit the Galleria Mall to search for the same person . Give
the first and last name of the person sought and the two video games this
person played right before encountering the time travelers .
Answer: John Connor, Missile Command, After Burner

44.90%

8

35 points

Question: Sunday favorite Paige has fallen asleep and is visiting her favorite Christmas
TV Special characters. Apparently she missed Rudolph because she was
watching another TV show. What show did she watch instead?
Answer: Sliders

81.63%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06023: What is the first and last name of the big screen
character heard here who jumped off the bridge?
Answer: Stuart Besser

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 40

30 .61%

1

60 points

Question: What was the first record ever purchased by John Sykes, the co-founder of
MTV? Artist and song please .
Answer: Beatles, And I Love Her

87.76%

2

10 points

Question: What band provided the backing vocals on Paul Simon's song Slip Sliding
Away?
Answer: Oak Ridge Boys

79 .59%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06015 : What are the first and last names of the two
heard in this clip?
Answer: Hilary Clinton, Rosie O'Donnell

18.37%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 12: What is the caption under this visual?
Answer: Cheezy and darn proud of it

46 .94%

5

30 points

Question: Big screen foreign correspondent Huntley Haverstock has been assigned to
London to report on the chance of war breaking out. We see him aboard a
very famous ocean liner for the trip. What is the name of the tugboat we see
helping the liner on its way?
Answer: Richard J Barrett (of New York)

67.35 %

6

60 points

Question: What well known television star delighted the College of Saint Benedict,
Minnesota audience with his interpretation of Mark Twain in 1958? First and
last name please .
Answer: Hal Holbrook

36.73%

7

30 points

Question: What former child star won the United States Pac-Man Championship in April
of 1982? First and last name please.
Answer: Matthew Labyorteaux

6 .12%

8

35 points

Question : What Golden Age Irish comic book character was always dressed to the nines
and only wore a piece of fa bri c over his face to hide his true identity?
Answer: The Clock

91.84%

9

20 points

Question: Which actress played first base for the Racine Belles? First and last name
please .
Answer: Tea Leoni

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 41
22.45%

1

60 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 25 : This is a map. What is the title of this map?
Answer: A to Z of Vince

87 .76%

2

10 points

Question: Whe re in t he World is Carmen Sa ndiego when she is standing in the provi nce
of Darien?
Answer : Panama

42.86%

3

20 points

Question: Th is ordinal number was the t itle of an international film released in 1956
about events happenin g in the year 1919 and it was based on a book
published in 1926 . What number are we referring to ?
Answer: forty-first

4.08 %

4

so

points

Question: Jason Fox is using his new gift and loudly celebrates New Years for New
Gui nea at breakfast wi th his parents. What was his Christmas gi~?
Answer: Globemaster Wristwatch

55 .10%

5

25 points

Question: On t he small screen , Jimmy crosses paths with a witch that turns him into a
mechanica l boy. Four time pieces are recruited to help reset Jimmy to his
original self. What are names of these characters?
Answer: Grandfather Clock, Gra ndmot her Clock, Tick Tock, Miss Wristwatch

10.20 %

6

60 points

Question: This fictional nine m ember band t ook their name from one of the Greek
letters and they charted on Oricon, not Billboard . Please give us the names
of t he t hree bands t hose nine split into from time to time.
Answer: Bi Bi, Lily Whit e, Printe m ps

93 .88%

7

30 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06029: Please give us the first and last name of the
characte r trying t o im press Doris .
Answer: Michael Yagoo bian

44 .90%

8

35 points

Question: Du ri ng the m ovie prem iere of " Batm an Again ", which character in the
audience was see n eating Dani sh Fish candy?
Answer: Hawk m an

95 .92%

9

20 points

Question: What is the nam e given to The Empress by Bastian?
Answer: Moon Child

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 42

59 . 18%

1

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06529 : What is the name of this song and the artist o r
group performing it?

Answer: Mavis Staples, Anytime
38 .78%

2

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06533: What is the name of this song and the artist o r
group performing it?

Answer: Ra Ra Riot, This Time of Year
61.22%

3

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06524: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Calexico and Iron and Wine, In Your Own Time
48 .9 8%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06536: What is the name of this song and the artist o r
group performing it?

Answer: The Flaming Lips, How Many Times
83. 67 %

5

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06522: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Blood Orange, Seven Hours (Part 1)
87 .76 %

6

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06527 : What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Lana Del Rey, Doin' Time
6 5 .3 1%

7

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06520: What is the name of this song and the arti st or
group performing it?

Answer: Benny Sings, Late at Night
26.5 3%

8

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06531: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Metronomy, Forever is a Long Time
28 .57 %

9

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06528 : What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Los Coast, The Morning Weight
71.43%

10

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06521: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?

Answer: Blink-182, The First Time
91. 84 %

11

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06526: What is the name of this song and the artist o r
group performing it?

Answer: Jay Som, Nighttime Drive

55 .10%

12

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06525: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?
Answer: Craig Finn, Carme n Isn't Coming in Today

75 .51%

13

40 points

Quest ion : 2020 Audio Trivia #06 523 : What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?
Answer: Bob Mould, The Final Years

85 .71%

14

40 points

Question : 2020 Audio Trivia #06535 : What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?
Answer: The Claypoo l Len non Delirium , Toady Man's Hour

85.71%

15

40 points

Question : 2020 Audio Trivia #06537: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?
Answer: Tyler-The Creator, Running out of Time

89.80 %

16

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06534: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group performing it?
Answer: Ride, Fifteen Minutes

79 .59 %

17

40 points

Question : 2020 Audio Trivia #06532 : What is the name of this song and the artist or
group perform ing it?
Answer : Ra Ra Riot, Gimme Tim e

65.31%

18

40 points

Question: 2020 Aud io Trivia #06530: What is the name of this song and the artist or
group perfo rm ing it?
Answer: Mavis Staples, Sometime

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 43
60 points

0.00%

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number Four: What is the slogan associated with this
image?
Answer: smart women rule with compassion

100 .00%

2

10 points

Question: Mickey Gilley had a 1983 hit with "Paradise Tonight" . Who was his singing
partner on this hit song? First and last name please .
Answer: Charly McClain

67.35%

3

20 points

Question: In 1944, what Grand Ole Opry star was honored by having a Tennessee
Walking Horse from Harlinsdale Farm named for her?
Answer: Minnie Pearl

22.45%

4

40 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06022: Please give us the name of the actor laughing in
this song and the title of the song which sampled his laugh.
Answer: Jose' Calvo, You Know What You Are

100.00%

5

25 points

Question: Which NFL Team held training camp in Two Harbors, Minnesota in 1926?
Answer: Duluth Eskimos

85 .71%

6

60 points

Question: "How I got cleaner whiter teeth in just three weeks" was an advertisement
found in a number of magazines in 1971, including Better Homes and
Gardens. Please give us the company and product that was being advertised.
Answer: MILK-BONE Dog Biscuits

89 .80%

7

25 points

Question: Claire was listening to this song as she was trying to figure out the plant she
had seen within the stone circle above Inverness. In Cairnholm , Miss
Peregrine used the same song during the reset. Name that tune .
Answer: Run Rabbit Run

83 .67%

8

35 points

Question: What is the name of the opera character who technically turns 41 at the end
of this month?
Answer: Frederic

81.63%

9

20 points

Question: You were born on December 21st 1999, so last year what could you have
done two days prior to your birthday but had to wait until your birthday next
year to do?
Answer: buy tobacco products

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 44
20.41%

60 points

Question: Which two movies, released four yea rs apart, show a spelling bee where the
word to spell is antidisestablishmentarianism?
Answer: Ace Ventura Junior Pet Detective, Bad Words

14.29%

2

10 points

Question: Take the number of this year's Grammys and divide it by two. Now tell me
what time it is according to that year's trivia theme.
Answer: 1 : 50

83.67%

3

20 points

Question: What brand and model of wristwatch does big screen character Paul Hackett
wea r?
Answer: Hamilton Khaki

12.24%

4

40 points

Question: In the board game Gift Trap, if you flip up a card that says "Original Lyrics to
a Famous Song" , w hat song's lyrics wou ld you be staring at?
Answer: Yesterday

65.31%

5

30 points

Question: What is the name of the jazz club that fictional character Ernie Halliday
operates for the CIA in Finland ?
Answer: (The ) Moving Planet

0.00%

6

100 points

Question: 202 0 Visual Tri via Number 18 : What is the phrase under this barn?
Answer: That's Where Columbia's Country Music People Are

69 .39%

7

25 points

Question: 2020 Visual Tri v ia Number Two : Though this young lad looks like a Joker
wanna be, he is actuall y advertising a yummy food item. What is the name
of the company and product he is advertising?
Answer: Welch's Grapelade

87 .76%

8

35 points

Question: In the first printed book that listed a S'Mores recipe, there was a BLT recipe
listed on the same page, but they didn't call it a BLT. What did they call it?
Answer: combination sandwich

59.18%

9

20 points

Question: The Kinks sang about them . So did the Cribs . Rush didn't, but they did use
them for something else. What are we referring to?
Answer: Moving Pictures

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 45
60 points

28 .57%

Question: Building time capsules and cornerstones has a long tradition at Saint Cloud
State University. There are five confirmed t ime capsules still in their original
place on campus . Name the locations where these time capsules are and the
year the time capsules were placed .
Answer: Eastman Hall, 1930; Webster Hall , 1969; Campus Mall, 1974; Adm inistrative
Services, 1976; Husky Plaza, 2019

75 .51%

2

10 points

Question: What magazine states "it leaves you breathless. Like Smirnoff Vodka . And
Death"?
Answer: Trump

83.67%

3

20 points

Question: What song and artist is the only record by a female solo artist to be number
one on both the UK and US charts in the 1960's?
Answer: These Boots are made for Walking, Nancy Sinatra

61.22%

4

45 points

Question: This documentary film was initially inspired by a team photo that an actor
had in his office that his grandson came across . Please gi ve us the stage
name of this actor and the team that inspired the documentary.
Answer: Bing Russell, Portland Mavericks

6.12%

5

30 points

Question: Up to and including 1950, this musician was branded the King nine times. An
album was released posthumously in 1975 bearing his royal title and
containing his songs. What was the stage name of this musician and what
was he the king of?
Answer: Spike Jones, Corn

2 .04%

6

60 points

Question: Please tell us the first and last name of the local postal worker who was Saint
Cloud Times newspaper boy of the year for 1967.
Answer: Jim Roche

28. 57 %

7

30 points

Question: What two video game posters does big screen character David G. Osborne
have hanging on the wall of his bedroom?
Answer: Pole Position, Jungle Hunt

38 .78%

8

35 points

Question: Most of us have seen the big screen pep talk about how the other team has
labs every 48 hours . Also during that talk, we see a life preserver with the
words Swimmer of Distinction in the background. At the end of the speech
the entire group is chanting what phrase?
Answer: It just doesn't matter

0. 00 %

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06009 : This artist may not be creepy or Canadian, but he
sure likes his cover songs . What is the name of the song and artist heard in
this audio clip?
Answer: Five O'Clock World, Russ Jones

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 46
59 .18%

1

30 points

Question: (One and Done) : What animal is Bob Bell of Guelph, Canada proud to have
on his family crest?
Answer: Salamander

77. 55 %

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06044: Please give us the first and last name of the actor
heard here.
Answer: Tom Hanks

93.88%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audi o Trivia #06004: Please give us the first and last names of the big
screen characters that are discussing the cryptic message.
Answer: Jericho Cane, Bobby Chicago

46 .94%

4

50 points

Question: University professor Louise wrote a book on how to translate the language of
a race who could see forward in time. Please give us the title of the book and
who it was dedicated to.
Answer: The Universal Language, Hannah

89 .80%

5

25 points

Question: Don't split before the credits are over. This movie was totally bananas and
we'll give you three first names. Joshua, Temoso, and Lily. They are listed
together but only have two credits for the three of them. Please tell us what
those two credits are . You must be complete.
Answer: Sloppy Time Boys, Sloppy Time Girl

83 .67%

6

60 points

Question: Accord ing to the Arrow Book of Easy Cooking, a Christmas party menu must
include Eggnog , Doughnuts, Chocolate Marshmallow Candy and two other
items. Please tell us the other two menu items .
Answer: Wafers, (Bowl of) fruit

81.63%

7

30 points

Question: What is the name of the aircraft that fictional character Jerry Morgan boards
fo r a trip from Paris to Zurich?
Answer: Star of The Tiber

69.39%

8

35 points

Question: Big screen character Richard Collier had framed copies of works he penned .
One of them was the first play he wrote during his time at Millfield College .
Please gi ve us the title of this play as well as the other two works he was
proud enough to hang on the wall.
Answer: Of Course I Love you Don 't I, Pa ssio nate Apathies, Too Much Spring

95 .92%

9

20 points

Question: What was the name of the fru it David Letterman declared damn near
inedible ?
Answer: kiwano OR horned melon

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 47

65.31%

1

250 points

Question: Spam isn't only a meat, it's also the acronym of an association that had their
latest conference in Las Vegas and Cedar City, Utah. According to their 2019
conference shirt, what are the six rules that don 't apply to them?
Answer: Physics, It will never stick, You can't use that for that, Follow the directions,
That will never work, Those colors don't go together

93.88%

2

10 points

Question: Blackbeard's Pina Colada Rum Cake is made where?
Answer: Cayman Islands

55 .10%

3

20 points

Question: After jumping 56 years into the future, fictional character Karen Braden
returns to the current time and then tries jumping to a different time to
prevent some events from happening. On her return trip she takes some
food and a screwdriver. What is the brand name of that screwdriver?
Answer: Great Neck

65.31%

4

40 points

Question: When Michael Carbonaro magically makes a drink using the code 55691,
what drink does he make?
Answer: Vodka Pomegranate

59.18 %

5

30 points

Question: Heaven Knows this artist is still being heard on the radio quite a bit even
though this artist hasn't had a bona fide hit in years. Rumour has it that 9/11
had a hand in this singer's demise . What artist are we referring to? First and
last name please.
Answer: Donna Summer

32.65%

6

60 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06020: Please give us the name and rank of the video
game character heard here .
Answer: Lieutenant Jack Tempus

87 .76%

7

25 points

Question: Big screen Lucy got help from Pierre and Samuel and others to escape the
bad guys and finish her transformation. What was the last message Lucy
sent Pierre?
Answer: I am Everywhere

75.51%

8

35 points

Question: In the 1970's, Holly the cheerleader jumped for joy for a trio of candy
products. What are the names of those three candies?
Answer: Black Cow, Milk Duds, Slo Poke

81.63%

9

20 points

Question: In one big screen feature , Joe and Jerry were heading to this city to do a
music gig that would pay them twelve dollars, enough to get one of their
coats out of hock . In another big screen feature it was the birthplace to a
computer who was great at reading lips . Please name the city .
Answer: Urbana

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 48
10.20%

1

250 points

Question: Wandering around his base, Leatherneck Gizmo finds four tents closed for
various reasons. He then burns the Closed signs . Please list the four
locations he visited .

Answer: PX, Sick Bay, Ye Olde Barber Shop, Head
97 .96%

2

10 points

Question: What company brings us the fictional commercial for Chunky Style Milk?
Answer: Mint Mobile

77 .55%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 13: What are the names of these two cute
characters?

Answer: Lulu , Lunk
26.53%

4

40 points

Question: On September 24th, 1928 in the city of Wabasha, Minnesota a Golden
Jubilee convention was held. What group did this event pertain to ?

Answer: Catholic Aid Association
32.65%

5

25 points

Question: This self-titled album features flying birds, a tulip in a drinking glass sitting
on top of a television set with a guitar player, playing on the television.
Name the album.

Answer: Flock of Seagulls
6.12%

6

80 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia # 06069 : Please give us the titles to these 11 TV theme
songs .

Answer: Time Tunnel , Quantum Leap, Beat the Clock, Time Squad, It's About Time,
Doctor Who, Time Cop, Twelve Monkeys, The Late Late Show, Against the
Clock, & Travelers
20.41%

7

25 points

Question: What was the number one ranked radio station in 36 major United States
markets back in fall of 2014?

Answer: Pandora
73.47%

8

35 points

Question: Scott M. Fischer did the artwork on a number of Magic the Gathering cards.
Please give us the flavor text associated with his blue card that was part of
five different sets .

Answer: Mastery is achieved when "telling time" becomes "telling time what to do"
12.24%

9

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06008: We don't know if he is heir to the vegetable
kingdom, but we do know he likes to sing . What is the name of the song and
artist heard here?

Answer: Five More Minutes, Jake Birdseye

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 49
250 points

4 .08 %

Question: Please give us the next line to this poem written by a former Miss America
and attributed to a radio program: "there was a fish in my toilet that swam
here from China and kissed me lightly on the cheek".
Answer: It had a date with Cookie Monster reaping chaos on the streets

63.27%

2

15 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number 17 : Please tell us the first and last name of this
cute little boy.
Answer: Jim Croce

89.80%

3

20 points

Question: 2020 Audio Trivia #06005 : Which big screen character is speaking here?
Answer: Doctor Carter

12.24%

4

50 points

Question: This father-son duo from Stockton, California stayed in the lane and did an
outstanding job in a 1987 Washington DC sporting event that started in
March of that year, winning top honors . Please give us their first and last
names.
Answer: Jackson Go, Mark Go

93.88 %

5

30 points

Question: Big screen characters Dwayne and Travis force Nick, a pizza delivery person ,
into doing a little fundraising for them. To make sure Nick does his job, they
fit him with an explosive vest. In the junk yard where this all occurs, there is
an adjective or reference to a 1980s movie seen painted on a structure in
the background . What is painted there?
Answer: Gung-Ho

0.00%

6

60 points

Question: This Minnesota native of Stearns County received a champions award from
Pioneer Press Dispatch World's Largest Fishing contest in May 1979 with a
crappie weighing two pounds ten ounces . Please give us his first and last
name.
Answer: Fred Reber

59 .18%

7

25 points

Question: What is the name of the establishment, as shown on their sign, in which big
screen character John Kelso finds Mandy singing?
Answer: Churchill 's Pub

32 .65%

8

35 points

Question: What was the scientific name of the yellow spotted lizards created for the
movie "Holes"?
Answer: heloderma suspectum

53 .06 %

9

20 points

Question: The brand name on a box of tissues led to the naming of what supergroup?
Answer: The Statler Brothers

KVSC 2020 Trivia - Questions for Hour 50
26.53%

1

250 points

Question: 2020 Visual Trivia Number One: Well, it was just a matter of time until we
got to this point in the contest, the final hour of Trivia 2020 : It's about time.
Please call in and tell us the first and last name of this young man and the
name of the album from which this image was taken.

Answer: Richie Hart, Just a Matter of Time
91.84%

2

20 points

Question: Like this competition I sometimes fly and I sometimes drag . What am I?
Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER

95.92 %

3

20 points

Question: I'm going on a 2 week vacation. When will I be back?
Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER

91.84%

4

20 points

Question: It's Miller Time in some places . It's 5 O'clock somewhere in others. What is it
at your place right now?

Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER
93 .88%

5

20 points

Question: It's about time, it's about space , it's about time to ... . Please fill in the blank.
Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER

93.88%

6

20 points

Question: Please call in and have your team sing you favorite Time themed song.
Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER

89.80%

7

20 points

Question: Please call in and tell us what things were "before your time"?
Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER

93 .88%

8

20 points

Question: Call in and tell the phone bank workers how much you appreciate them
taking your calls .

Answer: ACCEPT ANY ANSWER
89.80%

9

20 points

Question: What time is it?
Answer: Time to finish this contest
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